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First peter 

Dear salvation
I draw blank with what to write, for redemption and salvation seem foreign to
me at times, I live unto this fleeting moment where the past and future are but
one manifesting in this moment. The things I have seen and entertained 
myself, the thoughts I have conceived and near action I have almost wrought.
But the lord and his foreknowledge grant me wisdom but his love grant me 
grace and that grace is my salvation, so filled with glory that the angles peer 
in.
Than what is the salvation I need, am I now on a path of enlightenment 
through fasting and ridding myself of earthly things that bring sin and as an 
act of contrition for my ill ways  I may come to a greater understanding, of 
not only my wrongs but help to see my rights, and that I may have grace for 
others as well.
It is through Jesus I find this grace for through the body and transcendence of
the spirit I find God, it is as a fruit after a fast, that gives health, taken 
through the body and reaches my depleted mind. For my body spirit and 
mind is but one thing and so is God the Spirit and Jesus, I would even say so 
is the future past and present.      

Dear dedication 
The incorruptible word of God yet the church itself seems to mold it to their 
belief, could it only be that the nature of the word is made true when we rid 
ourselves of intoxicants, when we fast,  and let go of earthly pleasure. As it 
says these thing are of the grass and flower of the field and they shall fade 
away, but the lord endures forever. 
That perhaps being born again for an incorruptible God that is not of the 
ways of this earth, for God is not material, that we gain enlightenment and 
peace.  Through our dedication we find the spirit of lord as it has waited for 
our return, as to say we once before this life was a part of it then the 
manifestation of ourselves in the personification of our being we become 



material and separate from the spirit, that this life is a pilgrimage to find that 
which we once called home. 

Dear stone
Upon which I have found myself, is it of the lord, have I strengthen 

myself and secured my strong tower. For he who casted the world and 
brought forth light, beginning movement and setting forth all becomings. As 
a craftsman know the outcome he desires and working with unpredictable 
wood his work shall manifest, just as the evolving universe is under “His” 
guide. 

I desire to rid myself of malice and discontent, to stray from envy and 
to absolve from lust, to hear the lord speak, as it be a new born tasting it’s 
mother’s milk. I desire to understand, to find relation of the word and the 
universe, to cast aside worldly perception of God and find him in my own. 
How we perceive is how we see, and our perception is built upon stimulus 
and I desire the stimulus of the lord, therefore I too may perceive how the 
saints do so    



Dear servitude 
To abstain from such worldly lust to deny such a nature, that within me 

is so strong, is to deny the evil that it and loneliness breeds.  I cast my want 
aside, my lust, my frivolous desire that weigh down my soul and corrupt my 
heart; such things, not only that of sexual immorality, but of all needless and 
gluttonous ways should be left upon the roadside, for the carriage of 
knowledge and understanding is small and there is no room but for yourself, 
as it may lead you to God.     

Dear suffering 
For to whom am I not to suffer, have I committed great deeds of privilege 
that unlike Christ I should not suffer. Even the most saintly will suffer with 
no guile in their mouth, if such a person exists. For I desire therefore I am 
lead to suffer and I am alive in a world where death is the logical outcome 
and pain is a common stimulus. Yet if had never tasted the bitter berry I could
not appreciate the sweetest cherry.  If I am to  believe Christ amongst us 
would be to suffer, gave himself up for suffering and endured such torment 
having committed no sin, than it is vain to think I deserve it not, for it is in 
my hour of darkness where the light of truth can shine, and not be muted by 
the light of this world.
For who is my master, is it this world so callus and filled with righteous 
pretension of its own rules and what self serving attributes that never satisfy 
just quench until you need another drink from a cup that never is full enough;
not for me. My master is knowledge and the pursuit of God, to live a life of 
fasting and contrition giving way and letting my mind flourish, the fatten 
body is a deprived mind



Dear suffering and reward 
Do I suffer from righteousness, have I had a cross placed upon me whereas I 
must submit to it as a calling of the most high. For if this is so it is that of my 
mind I must contend and bare unevenly to others. for it in spite of my desire, 
is abjection to my inner most being, that of nature, that I do good and practice
pacifism much like the Jesus. For what is the reward? Do I need one, is life 
itself not reward enough, is not the taste of sweet and savory food the 
exaltation of the spirit in a love stricken mood, perhaps suffering is the 
recompense of the good in life, whereas we do not deserve life but in life we 
must earn it.  

Dear the proud 
Reject me not, oh father; I act as though my steps matter not that my actions 
are fluid and not of consequence. Am I proud, yes, proud of the steps I took 
the actions I ceased, for I have suffered in life and rose above the tyranny of 
thought and a spirit wrought by indecision and lust; as the lion stalks upon 
my drunken mind, let this pride be gone, let grace bestow my thirsty spirit.
Am I an example?  I would say no, I fall short no man would look at me and 
yes “him! that is the grace I want” and by no means would any man look and 
say “I want to suffer like him, alone with few true companions, living a life 
of absentness, fasting and drunkenness  I want to suffer like him”. Yet I 
would the lord has taken away much in my life but left it not empty, for he 
embedded gift and vision, a sound voice in a mind of turmoil and decent.    



Second Peter

Dear grace

if I am to have knowledge of Christ Jesus and that which leads to godliness and 
brotherliness and have grace upon those, and to what does it mean to have the 
knowledge; knowledge, as I see it, is relative to experience, it depends on the stimulus 
one has taken in and has excepted as actual. Whereas my  experience helps dictate truth. 
Sometimes as of late I feel myself quistioning God, but more the church. I have seen 
things, beauteous things, I felt I have walk in his presence alone in the woods and I have 
called out and stopped the hail from falling, only to credit for and it fell again only 
harder.

I can no more deny God than I can accept my own existence, so grant me temperance in 
the times of existential wavering of close minded foretells of my decent, and bless the 
waters of patience upon me like a forbearing shower that which gives me strength, the 
patience of a loving God watch his childern stumble and fall kill and destroy yet to love 
and to give from the heart the father bestowed, grant me these things so I can taste the 
spring that comes forth and gives knowledge and understanding. 

Dear falsity 

I am not one to give way to the material God that so many fall into, they buy their books
their shirts and their hats even coffee cups and pens: dvds, posters, CDs, and even 
chocolate bars. This has become the God of the modern age. Conferences, book clubs 
and bake sales. I applaud the community that is one of the reason I go to church but it is 
falsity of salvation, the art of adding more when we need to take away empty ourselves 
unto the magnificence of creation and be humbled by such.

Am I to become a false teacher, I have seen the glory of God yet like a dog to his vomit; 
my teachings are not of the modern church especially the North American church, but to 
think such things is overly gracious, I must then admit my faults and seek penance and 
live a life of contrition for the foolish and ill-begotten ways.      



The coming of the lord

where art thou, oh lord, have you wane your arrival or are you upon your way, in fact the
words a day is as a thousand years and a thousand years a day, as to say time is relative 
and where am I. Is everything a mere reaction of creation and that there is no true action,
so upon the wings of causality flying free as it will lead to the time to be at hand that is 
but will also will be, that is the coming of the lord, I really don’t think it will be a 
spectacle nor do I think many will recognize him.     



First John

Dear light and sin

You cast the darkness out, with your impeding light, yet how I lavish in 
the dark, the mire of sin and discontent, I have sinned and caused malice in 
my soul and shunned the light once rested in my life. But you are the light, 
that which called out of what there wasn’t unto what there is. Let there be and
there was; time but a moment and slowly it all unravels unto the past, and 
becomes the future, yet without light there is none just the darkness of our 
careless attempts of humanity.

Dear darkness

I cannot abide the world in its sin and decadence, it is not for I to say 
God is or Jesus was, but it is fir me to live, and for me to live well. I cast out 
lust and gluttony for the things I fattened myself on, yet I am not perfect, I 
sometimes drink often times smoke weed and even coffee is something I 
should cast out, perhaps one day. I wish not to root myself in the mire of 
darkness and ill faded reasoning;. For reasoning has become my only friend, 
and I am feared that I must leave the church. 

The church has helped me and I have helped it but they were not there 
for me in my darkest hour neither was family or friends, the world has tried 
to ruin me to make me break, but I have become fluid a still water that which 
I can abide, stillness is an attribute of God very few things if any are still in 
this life, I find that in stillness we find God.
  



dear antichrist 
to whom it may be, am I but an antichrist, are my word deceiving is 

there a spirit in me that is not of the lord, have I lied to myself with 
philosophy to comfort my waning sanity. Who does speak against God or in 
this case Christ, who is doing the works of Christ; not who but what, science 
is that of the antichrist, it has come to be used as a tool against Christ and is 
used for it, perhaps the spirit of Christ is in science and helps those in need, 
yet science is destructive it lays waste to the earth for the progression of 
humanity trying to use the very thing that destroys us to prevent it with 
science. 

Do you know me, do you live in me are you viable to my life, do my 
words against the people that praise you wrong; for let me say I love these 
people, the christian people even through there fault, which we all have, they 
find some measure of you. It is there burden living such a life that their faults
are highlighted and nring about more judgment upon them.  

I lay my adoration 
a quiet yet firm
veneration 
let me love as you
let me live for you
praises I exalt until
the sun sets in the east
unto my heart fails to beat
oh dear father let me see 



dear sin and the world

Is sin separation from God, is that what constitutes sin, whatsoever 
removes my heart from God is that which is sin. The sin in the world, the 
longing thus the suffering, why do we fill ourselves with such, is it to feel 
something other than lost, is it that deep down we don’t believe in our 
existence and thus need assurance in that of drugs lust gluttony and all other 
such sins.

Will you know me is a good question, but will I know myself if you 
were to ask me on that day who I was would I answer a hopeless devotee of 
all the beauty and splendor that you God of all created. Or will I just think of 
my countless sins and how I returned to them like a letch to an open window. 



Dear righteousness 
I have yet to find a sinless time in my life, yet now I am at the practice 

of achieving such. For it seems unnatural to practice such morality, yet the 
things of nature are not good and are easily abused, what also is not of nature 
is not only God but our consciousness is not either.; it was formed in relation 
to God, that is which gives us power over our desires. We go about our days 
wishing wanting lusting, or just working and driving to and fro dealing with 
our anger by letting it go, attending to our families and obligations, never 
fully realizing that we power and dominion over all these things, power that 
is achieved by fasting and abstinence.    



To Love
Has God not loved me, do I deserve this in life, have I proclaimed “his”

love or spoke greatly of “his” deeds. for how I may look down upon another 
merely because I feel them to be lesser; yet God is greater than all things and 
greater than I, yet God Loves me and Loves the world. So therefore who am I
not to Love my brethren for they are greater in the eyes of god then in the 
eyes of my judgment.
 
To The Spirit
Wherefore out is thy spirit, is it within me, I beg that it is not the spirit of the 
world, I pray the world has not an understanding of what I say, I pray you do.
Light cast past the window shade and as your spirit I open the blinds to see 
the light. I pray to be understood by you, let me try the spirits that come, 
testing them one by one, give me strength to endure that which is not of you, 
whether that is from the world or from prophets and sages. Let me not be an 
antichrist or a false prophet but a poet of your true word, I pray to be 
conditioned by your love that I can truly speak and be understood by those 
who share the same agape that you bestow. 

To love of God
To that which dwells in my soul, let me love I say to my mind which leads 
me astray. I love God for his reason and the logic he embodies, setting the 
universe in time and the motion of every atom moving in that time. Love 
created by creation, the embodiment of his soul in ours, his intellect became 
mans’. I must love my brother and my neighbor for how can I love God, who 
loves me know the sin and darkness inside, and I not love my brother, that 
would be selfish and I would be proven undeserving of that love.



James

Dear faith and works

Are you one? Are you all? For what keeps my spirit from dying is it that 
which keep my faith from subsiding. Are my works good, do I do good yet 
am doing so for my own candor, for my own conscience that I don’t 
understand, it is not an act of do what’s right but to do what is necessary not 
only for some embellished foresight of the kingdom of god, but because we 
are the kingdom in wait.
As a suicidal man there are days I wake defeated and I go to sleep defeated, it
is but faith that keeps me going from one to the other and it is works that gets
me through: I run in the morning I eat healthy, force myself to be around 
others, it is the same like-minded action that lifts my spirit and strengthens 
my faith.
Faith is not a choice of the human will but a necessity of the human spirit,  it 
is palatable like fresh water or tainted like stagnate puddle and we decide 
where to put it, to keep it flowing through works purifying and keeping it 
alive, or to let it sit and “luxuate” in the mire of our discontent.    

Dear worldliness and pride
There is a time in a man’s life when he abandons the ways of youth or he 
lives his life without God, it is so momentary as life dissipates in the mist of 
time. Which is worse to war with your yourself to do good or to war with 
your brother for doing wrong.
Abandon the will and you will gain spiritual gain, abandon the desire for 
more for the things you cannot have, the will for intimacy and war, fast and 
perhaps in your indulgence for peace and enlightenment you end up 
materializing it and thus destroying it.
As I deny food in a fast I to should deny pride, pride is a heavy and sweet  
food that is fatting to the spirit and weighs one down makes it immovable and
takes the place of humility and separates one from God. Fast from pride 
admit your wrong doing like a drunk making amends and going clean. 



In my depriving of food I gain a steadfast mind it would seem yet it is not the
mind that has become steadfast but the spirit, and it is the spirit that nourishes
the mind and soul, and If I corrupt my spirit with sin and gluttony than what 
sanity could my mind contend 

Dear tongue and wisdom
For what springs forth from my tongue, is it pure, is it a sweet taste that 
teaches the wisdom of my God. Or is it fowl and bitter, are my words a fire 
that corrupts and is unnecessary like a forest fire of man instead one of nature
to purify the dead and useless trees that threaten the wood. Like a fig so 
utterly juiced and speaking of wisdom from Jesus to stoic resemblance,  and 
how the olive is so bitter and concentrated with oil,  not as though these 
things are good or bad but the representation of the two when enlightening 
the mind of the contrast of the spirit of our tongue.
The wisdom of God is an eternal spring my heart thirst to drink, void of 
worldism and that of ill content. The fire of my speech shall be refrained until
it is imperative that I speak, and shall I speak with the bit and bridle of the 
word of man or that of God.  
My tongue how it spews the condemnation of my spirit, and the envy of my 
heart. For it has been inundated with teachings that the mind did not question 
but except, did not held to God but held up to its own understanding, which 
in turn was used to judge and accept other teachings. However one may 
question truth of anything and I would say truth is relative to the experience 
and is a situational, whereas when we experience Christ it too becomes the 
truth, being that truth is a choice one must make and in the realm of God 
religion and even metaphysics it can be a choice that leads us like a river bed 
to the water or like a master to a slave    



Dear lust and wealth
Do I have wealth of any kind, perhaps a wealth of love or the spirit, but I do 
not have a wealth of material means; nor do I wish for such extravagance. 
Much as I fast from food I should fast from  riches or the illusions that I have 
such wealth. Yet it is easier to fast when you have no money than when you 
do same as easier to live a minimalist life style without that of money easily 
available. I wish I could test this theory, to have the finical security of riches 
yet the spiritual discipline of a man knowing this all shall fade away and of 
my spirit shall remain.
Lust I condemn you, you are but a part of my animal ancestor coupled with 
the enlightened need for love, which is heightened by the solitude, which is 
strengthened by my peculiar behavior. But I have been given a conscience 
and above made in the image of God. For some may say morality is unnatural
yet so is the human consciousness and as well as God. For the natural things 
of this earth fade away like the flower of the field that is tested by the hot 
sun.
It is opposition that grows my spirit, much as my mind is strengthened 
reading or listen to something I am opposed, so my spirit grow when it is 
tested by the woes and carelessness of this world, and sometimes led to 
defeat by causality and the choices I make. But as a weed pushes through the 
asphalt highway paved by my actions and reactions, my spirit shall it grow.

Dear word and doer
If I am a doer of such a word as that which has been laid before me,  and not 
just a hearer of the witness and proclamation of the word, if I not deceive my 
not heart by speaking words and hearing the teachings yet I do no the acts of 
which solidify my faith, for life is but a thought of God, the universe of his 
intellect, yet it is through action the world is made and the spirit of God is the
will of the expanding nature of his creation.
Grant me peace and silence in a time of trial, test my spirit oh lord let the 
opposition of my will guide it unto completion today, for tomorrow it shall be
tested again. Let me be a doer of the word, and speak of only when I am 



called upon by those in witness. It is without works my faith is proven vain 
and is announced  dead. Let my covenant with you speak of the love between
a fatherly teacher whom knows the darkest caverns in the mountain pass of 
my spirit, that which leads to my soul and back again to the world. 
 

Dear poor man
Am I not one as you, for I am poor in the ways of this world and I am privy 
to thoughts of insanity. Yet I at times judge my fellow man, for in my own 
offering I give little mercy, at least this of my way as a younger man. Mercy I
beg to enlighten my thoughts, give me discernible judgment in all my ways.  
Have I kept the law? No, no I have not. I may have not brought much sin to 
my fellow man, but my ways of self destruction have over flown the modest 
cup I have been given.  Yet I cause no harm to man and lead not anyone to sin
by my own doing, yet I have failed the law in my loneliness and my shame.
In times of suffering I need not to ruminate upon the moment of drink or 
weed I should rejoice to God and for “him” to convict my ways. For what is 
it of me to do good works, to praise the lord, to write of him yet to get high 
and to lust in all my ways, what is it of my mind it seems to be too strong for 
me I am reminded of the passage of a double minded man, perhaps that’s me 
I must learn faith and mercy in such things.   

  

   


